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Hotel industry has developed nearly thousand years since it come into being. 
Understanding the laws of its development and evolution comprehensively and 
revealing its inherent evolvement mechanism are of great theoretical and practical 
significance for promoting the development of China’s hotel industry.  
Firstly, this paper defines the concept of hotel industry system, and points out the 
hotel corporations are the basic elements which compose of hotel industry. The 
mutually competitive and synergy relationship between hotel corporations promote 
the formation and evolution of hotel industry system. Then it indicates that there are 
two evolution layers of hotel industry system: corporation and industry, and the hotel 
corporation are interactor of these two layers. Then it applies the dissipative structure 
theory to analyze the self-organization condition of hotel industry.  
The results of self-organization theory show that the system evolution from 
disorderly to orderly, from junior order to senior order visualizes as the increase of 
substance, energy, information flow levels. The paper combines this basic theory and 
the practice development of hotel industry, analyzing detailedly the self-organizing 
evolvement process of hotel industry. The conclusion of this paper shows that there 
are four levels of substance, energy, information flow in the evolvement process of 
hotel industry. The production of every level means the achievement of one 
evolvement process. Based on this result, the paper finds out the exterior and interior 
dynamics factors which drive the self-organizing evolvement of hotel industry system, 
as well as their interactional mechanism and process, thereby the dynamics 
mechanism of the hotel industry self-organizing evolvement are deconstructed.  
Finally, this article combines the theoretical analysis with the practical 
development of China’s hotel industry, studying on the current situation and problems 
in the development of China’s hotel industry and proposing a few countermeasures to 
optimize the rapid and sustained development of China’s hotel industry. 
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